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1 of 1 people found the following review helpful. The words of our Founding
FathersBy Carolina SailorThis book, its contents in their entirety should be
required reading for every US Congressman and Senator EVERY WEEK. If we
had people in Washington who understood what our Founding Fathers intended
and lived by those precepts, then our country could move forward .1 of 1 people
found the following review helpful. Washington's amazing thoughts about our
government and our futureBy tampamotormanInspirational documents.
Scathing, treasonous criticism of King George. The Declaration that was read
around the world and inspired revolution around the world. Washington's
amazing thoughts about our government and our future. Our Constitution, the
template of most constitutions written since then. A tour de force of world
changing ideas that every American should read.1 of 1 people found the
following review helpful. What more can I say!By Jon HowardWonderful
"thoughts" and considered writings by many of America's brightest minds!It is
always interesting to me, however, that John Adams viewed Paine as one who
would "tear down" something (British rule in America) but seemed unable to
offer any ideas regarding replacement of British rule. Adams, on the other
hand, offered a detailed explanation of a mode of governance for a "republic of
virtue."
*This book starts with an essay to set the historical stage for the American
Revolution.*Each document is prefaced with an introduction to frame it within
the historical context of the time. The American Revolution stands as a major
turning point in world history. Most prominently, it resulted in the creation of
the United States of America, a nation that has played a dominate role in world
affairs for the past century. Equally as important it established a nation based
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